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'Apple'

 'Apple'
'Apple'telite
'Parents Cell'
'Atomic Plant''Gun metal''Beam of Light'
'White ants'
'Sediment of spirit' 
'spirit'
In the preparation of plant material for human

consumption we eliminate most of the cellulose in the woody portions.
  'woody portions'

  'fall'

 Seeds germinate after all and in winter the crop is ready.



 

'fall' 
'fall'




 


'From the study of discharge of electricity through gases, it becomes clear that atom
consists of positive and negative charges. As the atom is eletrcially neutral, the number of
positive and negative charges (electrons) must be equal.'
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�We
must at present do our best to form a class who may be interpreter between us and the
millions whom we govern; a class of a persons, Indian in blood and colour, but English in
taste, in opinion, in moral and in intellect. To that class we may leave it to refine the vernacular
dialects of the country to enrich those dialects with learns of science borrowed from the
western nomenclature and to render them by degree fit vehicles for conveying knowledge
to great masses of the population.� 



"English thus was to be language of the select elite used in domain of power and
prestige, �vernacular� language well for the masses to be used in peripheral domain a situation
that has unfortunately continued till date".
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